Direct visualization of antigen-specific T cells: HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T cells are activated in peripheral blood and accumulate in cerebrospinal fluid from HAM/TSP patients
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ABSTRACT Human T lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1)-associated myelopathy/tropic spastic paraparesis is a demyelinating inflammatory neurologic disease associated with HTLV-1 infection. HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific cytotoxic T cells have been isolated from HLA-A2-positive patients. We have used a peptide-loaded soluble HLA-A2-Ig complex to directly visualize HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific T cells from peripheral blood and cerebrospinal fluid without in vitro stimulation. Five of six HTLV-1-associated myelopathy/tropic spastic paraparesis patients carried a significant number (up to 13.8%) of CD8+ lymphocytes specific for the HTLV-1 Tax11–19 peptide in their peripheral blood, which were not found in healthy controls. Simultaneous comparison of peripheral blood and cerebrospinal fluid from one patient revealed 2.5-fold more Tax11–19-specific T cells in the cerebrospinal fluid (23.7% vs. 9.4% in peripheral blood lymphocytes). Tax11–19-specific T cells were seen consistently over a 9-yr time course in one patient as far as 19 yrs after the onset of clinical symptoms. Further analysis of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes in HAM/TSP patients showed different expression patterns of activation markers, intracellular TNF-α and γ-interferon depending on the severity of the disease. Thus, visualization of antigen-specific T cells demonstrates that HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T cells are activated, persist during the chronic phase of the disease, and accumulate in cerebrospinal fluid, showing their pivotal role in the pathogenesis of this neurologic disease.

Human T lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1) is a human retrovirus. It can cause human adult T cell leukemia/lymphoma (1) and a slowly progressive demyelinating neurologic disease, HTLV-1-associated myelopathy/tropic spastic paraparesis (HAM/TSP) (2, 3). The clinical symptoms of HAM/TSP are characterized by upper motor neuron signs and mild sensory and sphincter dysfunction (3). Histopathologically, one finds thoracic spinal cord atrophy involving perivascular demyelination and axonal degeneration (4, 5). The pathophysiology of HAM/TSP is still not completely understood (6). Serum reactivity to HTLV-1 was first associated with HAM/TSP by Osame et al. in 1986 (3). The immunologic hallmark of patients with HAM/TSP is the spontaneous proliferation of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBLs) in vitro (7–9).

It has been previously demonstrated that circulating CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) in patients with HAM/TSP react against HTLV-1 protein products (10), and an immunodominant HLA-A2-restricted epitope (HTLV-1 Tax11–19) has been well characterized (11). HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CTL precursor frequency was estimated by limiting dilution analysis in the range of 1:75 to 1:320 CD8+ lymphocytes in peripheral blood. Tax-specific CTLs were also found in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) (12, 13) and HTLV-1-specific clones could be generated in vitro from a spinal cord lesion that was obtained from a HAM/TSP patient (14). Immunohistochemical analysis of affected spinal cord lesions in the early stage of the disease from patients with HAM/TSP reveals the presence of infiltrating CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocytes, in which the CD8+ population predominates with duration of the disease (15). Moreover, an increase in activated lymphocytes has been shown in PBLs and CSF (16, 17). Recently, we have been able to demonstrate that peripheral CD8+ T lymphocytes produce interleukin (IL) 2, γ-interferon (IFN-γ), and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) in HAM/TSP patients (18). Collectively, this evidence has supported the view that virus-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes may play a critical role in the immunopathogenesis of HAM/TSP.

One major limitation in these studies has been the inability to identify HTLV-1-specific CD8+ T cells directly from biological samples not only to quantitate the actual number of antigen-specific T cells in vivo but also to further characterize the antigen-specific population of T lymphocytes without in vitro amplification. Recently, tetrameric major histocompatibility complex (MHC) –peptide complex crosslinked by streptavidin were shown to bind stably to antigen-specific T cells based on the increased avidity afforded by polyvalency (19). Based on this avidity principal, we have developed divalent MHC class I constructs using Ig as a scaffold (20) and used these to elucidate the role of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells in different human immunologic diseases such as HAM/TSP.

Here, we have analyzed HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific, HLA-A2+-restricted CD8+ T lymphocytes directly from peripheral blood and CSF using peptide-loaded divalent HLA-A2/Ig chimeras. Flow cytometric analysis showed that peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig specifically stained antigen-specific T cells. A surprisingly high frequency of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T cells were seen in the peripheral blood of patients with HAM/TSP and a selective enrichment of these cells were seen in the CSF from a HAM/TSP patient. Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T cells are activated in vivo in HAM/TSP and express proinflammatory cytokines. Finally, HTLV-1 Tax11–19 specific CD8+ T cells persist at high numbers over time.

Abbreviations: HTLV-1, human T lymphotropic virus type 1; HAM/TSP, HTLV-1-associated myelopathy/tropic spastic paraparesis; PBL, peripheral blood lymphocyte; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte; CSF cerebrospinal fluid; IL, interleukin; IFN-γ, γ-interferon; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; PE, phycoerythrin; LDA, limiting dilution analysis; MHC, major histocompatibility complex.
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a period of 9 yrs during the chronic phase of the disease even 19 yrs after the first symptoms of the disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Subjects and Specimens. Clinical characteristics of patients with HAM/TSP and asymptomatic HTLV-1-infected individuals as well as HLA type were described previously (12). HTLV-1 infection was confirmed by Western blot in serum of HAM/TSP patients and asymptomatic carriers. The diagnosis of HAM/TSP was determined according to W.H.O. criteria using their neurological symptoms and serological testing of HTLV-1. PBLs were prepared by Ficoll–Hypaque centrifugation and stored in liquid nitrogen until use. Histocompatibility typing was performed on PBLs or Epstein–Barr virus-transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines by the Tissue Typing Laboratory at the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center. Some of the healthy HLA-A2-uninfected controls were tested for HLA-A2 expression by fluorescence-activated cell-sorting analysis using a panel of HLA-A2-specific mAbs: MA2.1, BB7.2, and PA2.1 (American Type Culture Collection).

Peptides. Peptides HTLV-1 Tax11–19 (LLFGYPVYV), influenza virus A M158–66 (GILGFVFTL), and p17 Gag77–85 (SLYNTVATL) were synthesized and HPLC purified at the Colorado State University Macromolecular Resources (Fort Collins, CO). Identity of the peptides was confirmed by mass spectrometry measurement.

Cloning the Construct and Protein Expression. Using oligonucleotide-directed PCR, we introduced a 5′ MluI and a 3′ NotI site (sites underlined) into the extracellular domain (α1–α3) of HLA-A2 cDNA (kindly provided by P. F. Robbins, National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) using the following primer pair: 5′-GATAGCCGGTTGGGGCTCAGCCCTAGG-3′ and 5′-CAGTCGATGCGGCGCCCATCTACGGTGAGGGGCT-3′. After PCR amplification the α1–α3 region of HLA-A2 was sequenced and directional cloned in exchange for H-2Kb into the pCTM5 expression vector (20). Subsequently, the construct was cotransfected with DNA encoding the chimeric HLA-A2/Ig protein and the human β2-microglobulin by electroporation into J558L cells. Transfectants were screened for secretion of the chimeric protein by ELISA as described previously (20). ELISA plates were coated with BB7.2, an antibody specific for peptide-loaded conformations of HLA-I molecule using Ig as a scaffold that can be loaded with various peptides. Peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig specifically stained HTLV-1-infected J558L was confirmed by SDS–PAGE. High secretors were picked and grown in Hybridoma-SFM (GIBCO/BRL). HLA-A2/Ig secretion from the transfected J558L was confirmed by SDS/PAGE. The chimeric protein was harvested from cell supernatant and was concentrated with Centriflo-membrane cones (Amicon). HLA-A2/Ig was loaded with 660-fold molar excess of peptide for 10–14 days before fluorescence-activated cell-sorting analysis. Three micrograms of protein was used for staining of 1 × 10^6 cells.

Flow Cytometric Analysis. Murine monoclonal anti-human CD8–fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC; Sigma), anti-CD4–phycoerythrin (PE; Becton Dickinson), anti-CD8–Tri (Caltag Laboratories, Burlingame, CA), anti-HLA-DR (PharMingen) were used to detect cell surface molecules of lymphocytes. PK1.5–FITC was used as an isotype-matched control for anti-HLA-DR–FITC. HLA-A2/Ig bound onto the cell surface was detected using goat anti-mouse IgG1–PE or a goat anti-mouse IgG1–Tri (Caltag). Monoclonal anti-TNF-α–FITC, anti-IFN-γ–FITC, or isotype-matched IgG1–FITC antibodies (PharMingen) were used for intracellular cytokine staining. PBLs (1 × 10^6) were incubated with peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig on ice followed by PE or Tri-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG1–PE. Intracellular staining was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with slight modifications (21), after a 4-h incubation at 37°C followed by a 10-h incubation in the presence of 10 μg/ml brefeldin A (Sigma). Three-color fluorometric analysis was carried out on a FACScan (Becton Dickinson). Lymphocytes were gated on forward and side scatter. One × 10^5 (2 × 10^5 for three-color analysis) gated events were analyzed using CELLQuest software (Becton Dickinson).

PBLs from all HLA-A2-positive patients have been stained at least twice with similar results.

RESULTS

Peptide-Loaded HLA-A2/Ig Binds Specifically HLA-A2-Restricted CTLs. We have engineered a divalent HLA-A2/Ig molecule using Ig as a scaffold that can be loaded with various peptides. Peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig was specific in its interaction with HLA-A2-restricted CTL clones analyzed by flow cytometry. Thus, Tax-A2/Ig was specifically reactive with a HLA-A2-restricted, HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CTL clone, A6 (22). Mean channel fluorescence of A6 cells stained with HTLV-1 Tax11–19-loaded HLA-A2/Ig (Tax-A2/Ig) was 426, whereas mean channel fluorescence of A6 cells stained with the control Gag-A2/Ig complex was only 13 and almost identical to staining controls using no chimeric protein, unloaded HLA-A2/Ig or M1-loaded HLA-A2/Ig (Fig. 1A). In complementary experiments, Gag-A2/Ig specifically stained the HIV p17 Gag77–85-specific clone SL09 (23) (Fig. 1B), whereas staining with Tax-A2/Ig was virtually identical to unloaded HLA-A2/Ig, M1-loaded HLA-A2/Ig, or no HLA-A2/Ig.

Visualization of Antigen-Specific T Lymphocytes in Peripheral Blood of Patients with HAM/TSP. HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CTL activity has been demonstrated directly in PBLs from HAM/TSP patients (10). In HLA-A2+ patients, HTLV-1-specific reactivity is predominately directed against the

![Fig. 1. Peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig specifically stains HTLV-1 Tax11–19 or HIV p17 Gag77–85-specific T cell clones. (A) Fluorescence-activated cell-sorting analysis was carried out using A6 cells (22), specific for the immunodominant HLA-A2-restricted Tax epitope Tax11–19. HTLV-1 Tax11–19-loaded HLA-A2/Ig stably bound on the cell surface and was detected using PE-labeled goat anti-mouse Ig (heavy line). Gag-A2/Ig was used as an irrelevant control (thin line) as well as no HLA-A2/Ig, unloaded HLA-A2/Ig, and M1-loaded HLA-A2/Ig (dotted and stripped lines overlapping). (B) T cells specific for the HLA-A2-restricted HIV p17 Gag77–85 epitope were stained to demonstrate the peptide specificity of peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig. Gag77–85-loaded HLA-A2/Ig was stably bound on the cell surface and detected using PE-labeled goat anti-mouse Ig (heavy line). HTLV-1 Tax11–19-loaded HLA-A2/Ig as well as no peptide loaded, M1-loaded HLA-A2/Ig, and no HLA-A2/Ig were used as an irrelevant control and stained virtually identical (overlapping thin, dotted, and stripped lines).]
HTLV-1 Tax11–19 epitope (11). Previous estimates of precursor frequencies of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CTLs using limiting dilution analysis (LDA) gave values in the range of 1:75–1:320 CD8+ T cells. To directly quantitate the HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ population in peripheral blood of HAM/TSP patients, we performed two-dimensional flow cytometric analysis of cells using Tax-A2/Ig and anti-CD8+ (Fig. 2). PBLs from patients with HAM/TSP showed a significant high number of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes. In one patient the frequency of Tax11–19-specific cells was as high as 13.8% (Figs. 2 and 3). The percentage of Tax-A2/Ig-specific cells ranged between 0.64 and 13.87% of CD8+ T cells with values >2% for four of the six HAM/TSP patients (Fig. 3). In one of the six HLA-A2-positive HAM/TSP patients, no Tax-A2/Ig-reactive cells were detected. However, this same patient’s PBLs also did not lyse Tax protein-expressing, autologous, Epstein–Barr virus-transformed B cells (our unpublished data). Moreover, we were able to detect Tax-specific T cells with Tax-A2/Ig in every patient sample that lysed Tax-expressing, HLA-A2+ target cells.

We also analyzed peripheral blood from two HLA-A2+ HTLV-1 carriers who did not have HAM/TSP (Fig. 3). One of the two HTLV-1 carriers had no detectable HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific T cells, whereas the other contained a low but reproducibly detectable number of CD8+ T cells that stained with Tax-A2/Ig (0.33%). To confirm the specificity of staining of peripheral blood samples with these reagents and their relationship to the disease, we analyzed PBLs from HAM/TSP patients who do not carry the HLA-A2 allele (Fig. 3), uninfected healthy HLA-A2+ donors (Fig. 3), and a HIV-1-infected HLA-A2+ individual (Fig. 2). Less than 0.1% of CD8+ T cells from all of these samples stained positively with the Tax-A2/Ig. However, a significant number (3.03%) of the CD8+ T lymphocytes from the HIV-infected individual was stained using Gag-A2/Ig. Collectively, these results demonstrate that the presence of high numbers of Tax-A2/Ig-staining CD8+ cells is specific for HTLV-1+ HLA-A2+ individuals with HAM/TSP.

**Fig. 2.** Peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig can be used to visualize antigen-specific CD8+ T cells in peripheral blood. Two-color flow cytometry was performed using Tax-A2/Ig or Gag-A2/Ig and mouse anti-human CD8-PE/TTC. PE-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG1 mAb was used to detect the peptide-A2/Ig complex. Frozen PBLs from a HAM/TSP patient (donor H1) were examined. Four and three-tenths percent of the PBLs from the HAM/TSP patient stained positive with anti-human CD8-PE/TTC and Tax-A2/Ig. This represents 10.49% of all CD8+ cells. No significant signal was seen using Gag-A2/Ig (<0.1%). PBLs from a HLA-A2+ HIV-1-infected individual showed 3% Gag-A2/Ig-positive CD8+ T lymphocytes.

**Fig. 3.** HAM/TSP patients carry high numbers of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ cells in their PBLs. Presented is the percentage of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific, CD8+ T cells from HLA-A2+ HAM/TSP patients, HTLV-1-infected HLA-A2+ carriers, HLA-A2– HAM/TSP patients, and healthy individuals. Between 0.64 and 10.25% of the CD8+ cells from HAM/TSP patients are specific for the HTLV-1 Tax11–19 peptide. One of the analyzed HTLV-1-infected donors had 0.33% Tax-specific CD8+ cells, whereas no significant number of Tax-specific CD8+ cells were found in non-HLA-A2 HAM/TSP donors or HLA-A2+ healthy individuals. Positive samples were stained at least twice.

**Visualization of Antigen-Specific T Lymphocytes in CSF of Patients with HAM/TSP.** To corroborate the significance of HTLV-1-specific CTLs for the pathogenesis of this demyelinating disease, we analyzed lymphocytes from CSF of a patient with HAM/TSP (H1) and compared them with the T cells in his peripheral blood from the same day. Of the CD8+ lymphocyte population in CSF, 23.7% was Tax-A2/Ig specific. In contrast, we detected 9.4% Tax-A2/Ig-specific CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, we found the same number of CD4+ T cells in peripheral blood and CSF (44% in the PBLs and 48% in the CSF) as well as an increased number in total CD8+ T cells in the CSF (42%) compared with the peripheral blood (29%) (Fig. 4B).

**HTLV-1 Tax11–19-Specific T Cells in Patients with HAM/TSP Are Activated.** The ability to directly stain HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific T lymphocytes provides the opportunity to analyze their state of activation. If HTLV-1-specific CD8+ T cells indeed mediate the immunopathogenesis of HAM/TSP, a significant proportion of them might be expected to be activated. Since activated human T cells express elevated levels of MHC class II molecules, we further characterized the HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific T cells from HAM/TSP patients for HTLV-1-specific DR expression by multicolor flow cytometry.

Tax-A2/Ig-reactive CD8+ T cells from the three HAM/TSP patients had significantly increased expression of DR (Fig. 5). In two of three patients, the level of DR expression was virtually identical to that seen in control phytohemagglutinin-stimulated PBLs (Fig. 5A and B, Tax-A2/Ig-reactive specific CD8+ T cells from patients, E, activated human PBLs). Similar results were obtained for IL-2 receptor expression (data not shown). Of particular interest, one patient, H6, demonstrated a significantly lower population of DR+, Tax-specific CD8+ cells (Fig. 5C). This individual, the spouse of a HAM/TSP patient, was originally thought to be an asymptomatic carrier, since no neurologic symptoms were reported. However, on a physical examination a hyperreflexia in the lower extremities and extensor plantar responses were observed, indicative of corticospinal tract lesion(s).
Inflammatory cytokines are considered critical mediators of the central nervous system immunopathology in many autoimmune models. Elevated levels of several proinflammatory cytokines have been detected in the serum or CSF of HAMyTSP patients (16, 17). Therefore, it is of particular interest to analyze Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells from HAMyTSP patients for the presence of relevant intracellular cytokines. Recently, we have found that bulk CD8\(^{1}\) T cells from HAMyTSP patients demonstrated significant expression of cytokines such as TNF-\(\alpha\), IFN-\(\gamma\), and IL-2 but no IL-4 (18). Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) T cells from patients H1 (Fig. 6), H5 (data not shown), and H6 (Fig. 6) demonstrated distinct patterns of intracellular TNF-\(\alpha\) and IFN-\(\gamma\) expression. Although the HAMyTSP patients H1 and H5 displayed a high proportion of Tax-A2/Ig-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells with intracellular TNF-\(\alpha\) and IFN-\(\gamma\) (roughly 30%), patient H6 had a very low proportion of Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells expressing intracellular TNF-\(\alpha\) and IFN-\(\gamma\) (2%). These results, along with HLA-DR analysis, demonstrate a disassociation between expansion of antigen-specific T cells and their activation state. They further demonstrate how the ability to use multiparameter flow cytometry to analyze the activation state of antigen-specific T cell populations may provide further insight into the relationship between state of T cell activation and disease pathogenesis.

**Tax-Specific CD8\(^{1}\) T Cells Persist in Peripheral Blood from HAM/TSP Patients.** An important aspect in understanding the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases, such as HAM/TSP, is to understand the dynamics of antigen-specific T cell responses. We therefore compared the numbers of Tax-specific, CD8\(^{1}\) T cells from a HAM/TSP patient (H1) who had serial

---

**Fig. 4.** HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8\(^{1}\) T cells accumulate in CSF. CSF and peripheral blood were obtained from a HAM/TSP patient (H1) the same day and analyzed using Tax-A2/Ig. Cells (9 \(\times\) 10\(^3\)) were obtained from CSF and stained using Tax/A2-Ig and Gag/A2-Ig in combination with mouse anti-human CD8-FITC as described in Fig. 3. Freshly obtained, Ficoll-purified PBLs were analyzed in parallel. Of the CD8\(^{1}\) T cells in CSF, 23.7% were Tax specific and only 9.4% of the CD8\(^{1}\) T cells from peripheral blood. No significant signal was seen using Gag-A2/Ig (<0.1%) (A). CD4/CD8 analysis showed that the ratio of CD4:CD8 was 1.1 in the CSF and 1.5 in the PBLs due to a higher number of CD8\(^{1}\) T cells in CSF (B).

**Fig. 5.** Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells from HAM/TSP patients express cell surface activation marker HLA-DR. Using three-color flow cytometry, Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells were gated and analyzed for HLA-DR expression using mouse anti-human HLA-DR-FITC (solid line) and an isotype-matched irrelevant mouse IgG2a-FITC control (dotted line). Forty-one to 50% of the Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) T cells from two different symptomatic HAM/TSP patients stain positive for HLA-DR expression (A and B) in contrast to only 21% from patient H6 (C), who has a very mild form of the disease. Nonstimulated (D) and phytohemagglutinin-stimulated (E) CD8\(^{1}\) PBLs from a healthy donor served as staining controls.

---

**Fig. 6.** Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells from HAM/TSP patients express intracellular IFN-\(\gamma\) and TNF-\(\alpha\). Using three-color flow cytometry, Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells were gated and analyzed for intracellular cytokine expression as described in Materials and Methods. Using mouse anti-human IFN-\(\gamma\)-PE, mouse anti-human TNF-\(\alpha\)-PE, and an isotype-matched irrelevant mouse IgG1-PE control, 28% of the Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells from H1 (left panel) expressed intracellular IFN-\(\gamma\) and 29% expressed TNF-\(\alpha\); however, only 8% of the Tax-specific CD8\(^{1}\) cells from H6 (right panel) expressed intracellular IFN-\(\gamma\) and TNF-\(\alpha\).
Fig. 7. High levels of HTLV-1 Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) T lymphocytes persist during HAM/TSP. PBL samples obtained between 1989 and 1998 from patient H1 were analyzed for Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) cells. Between 7.24 and 13.87% specific CD8\(^+\) T cells were detected in the frozen PBL samples.

PBLs drawn between 1989 and 1998. This patient was initially diagnosed in 1979. Interestingly, even 10 yrs after diagnosis, this patient had about 10% Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) T cells which did not change significantly over the next 8 yr (Fig. 7). Thus, in this patient pathogenic Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) T cells are sustained at high levels even after 19 yrs of active disease.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we demonstrate that divalent peptide loaded HLA-A2/Ig can be used to directly stain antigen-specific, HLA-A2-restricted T cells in peripheral blood. Initially, we chose the most common HLA class I allele (24) because many HLA-A2-restricted antigens have been identified for human viral infections, including HIV (25), autoimmune diseases, and cancer (26). However, we have already successfully used this approach for other MHC class I molecules (data not shown). This class of reagents represents a new tool for understanding a variety of immunologic diseases. The observation that a divalent MHC/Ig chimactic protein stably binds to its cognate T cell receptor is surprising since the monovalent peptide–MHC complex dissociates rapidly from complexes with TCR with a half-life of 

binds to its cognate T cell receptor is surprising since the relatively low (affinity of the T cell receptor for peptide–MHC complexes is specific CD8\(^+\) T cells in both PBLs and CSF has enabled us to directly analyze the role of these cells at the site of pathology. Since HAM/TSP is a demyelinating neurological disease in which CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cells infiltrate the spinal cord (14), analysis of T lymphocytes from CSF has been pivotal. We found a higher number of Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) T cells in the CSF than in peripheral blood, suggesting that these antigen-specific T cells accumulate in the central nervous system. Accumulation of Tax11–19-specific CD8\(^+\) T cells at the pathological site, the central nervous system, could be due to either migration and selective accumulation of antigen-specific T cells in the central nervous system or selective expansion of these cells in the central nervous system. In either event, selective enrichment of these cells strongly suggests that these cells are directly involved in the pathogenesis of HAM/TSP.

Quantitation of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific T cells in peripheral blood with peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig demonstrates that previous precursor frequency analysis of Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) CTLs by LDA may have significantly underestimated the actual number of Tax-specific T cells (12). We were able to show that the number of Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) T cells assessed by Tax-A2/Ig staining was roughly 10- to 30-fold higher than previously estimated by LDA (12). The accuracy of LDA is probably compromised by the fact that it depends on the ability to expand individual cells in vitro to numbers large enough to be detected by functional tests such as chromium release (31–34). The frequencies determined by direct staining with Tax-A2/Ig are not due to nonspecific binding. Tax-A2/Ig positively staining CD8\(^+\) cells were virtually undetectable in HTLV-1–individuals, in HLA-A2–patients with HAM/TSP, and in control HLA-A2 patients infected with a different retrovirus, HIV, where a significant number of cells were specific for p17 Gag77–85 when stained with p17 Gag77–85-loaded A2/Ig.

It is still unknown why some HTLV-1-infected individuals develop an inflammatory neurologic disease and what pathophysiologic mechanisms lead to the development of HAM/TSP. In many models HTLV-1-specific CD8\(^+\) lymphocytes are considered to play a crucial role, although it remains unknown which cells in the central nervous system are preferential targets for these cells (35–40). The ability to directly visualize Tax-specific T cells in peripheral blood and the characterization of this cell population has provided new insights into the pathogenesis of HAM/TSP that could also be of relevance to other autoimmune diseases. We were able to clearly demonstrate for the first time that circulating Tax-specific, CD8\(^+\) T lymphocytes are activated as measured by expression of HLA-DR staining in HAM/TSP patients. We also further characterized these antigen-specific CD8\(^+\) T lymphocytes for cytokine production since we recently found that bulk CD8\(^+\) T lymphocytes from HAM/TSP patients release cytokines dependent on the presence of either HTLV-1-infected CD4\(^+\) T lymphocytes or peptide-pulsed allogeneic HLA-A2\(^+\) B lymphocytes (18). Three-color analysis (CD8\(^+\) vs. Tax-A2/Ig vs. TNF-\(\alpha\) or IFN-\(\gamma\)) of PBLs from patients H1 and H5 revealed a number of interesting features. Although a very large proportion of CD8\(^+\) Tax-A2/Ig\(^+\) cells expressed intracellular IFN-\(\gamma\) and TNF-\(\alpha\) (28 and 29%, respectively), the majority were negative for these cytokines, suggesting that circulating Tax-specific CD8\(^+\) cells are not uniformly activated. The cytokine-negative cells may represent a dormant cell population not actively participating in disease pathogenesis.

Although the number of analyzed individuals is clearly too small to draw any definite conclusions, the observation that Tax-specific T cells from H6 showed lower expression of intracellular IFN-\(\gamma\) and TNF-\(\alpha\) as well as less MHC class II expression than other HAM/TSP patients may be significant. This individual has a very mild form of the disease (no clinical symptoms and neurologic deficits limited to hyperreflexia in the lower extremities and extensor plantar responses indicative of a corticospinal tract lesion). One might therefore speculate that this individual has not developed any additional symptoms and still might be at an early stage of the disease due to the lack of activated HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8\(^+\) T lymphocytes. Characterization of HTLV-1-specific lymphocytes from a larger cohort of patients to determine which parameters of T cell activation and cytokine expression cor-
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relate the best with disease severity and progression will further elucidate the role of activated HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes in the pathogenesis of HAM/TSP.

In addition to using peptide-loaded HLA-A2/Ig to analyze antigen-specific T cell populations, the Ig scaffold of the HLA-A2 Ig chimera could provide for a variety of other applications, including targeting of antigen-specific T cells in vivo. The diversity of in vivo biological effects mediated by the different Fc regions which can be inserted onto this molecule for its application in targeting antigen-specific T cells in vivo, either for amplification of antigen-specific T cells as a vaccine or for elimination of pathogenic T cells in diseases such as HAM/TSP as well as classical autoimmune diseases. The high number of HTLV-1 Tax11–19-specific CD8+ T cells in HLA-A2+ HAM/TSP patients suggests the HTLV-1 Tax11–19 may represent the immunodominant epitope in this pathogenic immune response. Thus, soluble divalent MHC/Ig could also have therapeutic application in targeting and eliminating HTLV-1-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes in HAM/TSP.
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